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ABSTRACT

1

Maximizing the quality of experience (QoE) for real-time video is
a long-standing challenge. Traditional video transport protocols,
represented by a few deterministic rules, can hardly adapt to the
heterogeneous and highly dynamic modern Internet. Emerging
learning-based algorithms have demonstrated potential to meet the
challenge. However, our measurement study reveals an alarming
long tail performance issue: these algorithms tend to be bottlenecked by occasional catastrophic events due to the built-in exploration mechanisms. In this work, we propose Loki, which improves
the robustness of learning-based model by coherently integrating
it with a rule-based algorithm. To enable integration at feature
level, we first reverse-engineer the rule-based algorithm into an
equivalent “black-box” neural network. Then, we design a dualattention feature fusion mechanism to fuse it with a reinforcement
learning model. We train Loki in a commercial real-time video
system through online learning, and evaluate it over 101 million
video sessions, in comparison to state-of-the-art rule-based and
learning-based solutions. The results show that Loki improves not
only the average but also the tail performance substantially (26.30%
to 44.24% reduction of stall rate and 1.76% to 2.17% increase in video
throughput at 95-percentile).

Real-time interactive video is becoming increasingly prevalent.
From online education, remote work, to trade shows [11] and even
social gatherings [10], real-time video is reshaping our lifestyle,
especially amid the COVID-19 pandemic [24]. Looking into the near
future, new real-time video applications are emerging owing to the
5G mobile broadband deployment. Examples include 3D volumetric
video interaction [39, 45], robotic teleoperation [12, 42] and so on.
Market reports predict that real-time video will account for 17% of
the total Internet video traffic [8], and generate up to $217.3 billion
revenue by 2025 worldwide [15].
Despite decades of development, guaranteeing quality of experience (QoE) for real-time video remains an open challenge. On
one hand, real-time video is both latency sensitive and bandwidth
hungry (e.g., around 5 Mbps for 1080p and 25 Mbps for 4K video
[4]). The lifecycle of a video frame, from video capture, encoding at
the sender side, transmission over the Internet, to the decoding and
rendering at the receiver side, should be accomplished in dozens
of milliseconds [3]. On the other hand, the modern Internet is becoming highly heterogeneous, including fiber, WiFi, LTE, as well
as the emerging 5G mobile networks, with very diverse bandwidth
and latency characteristics. Classical general-purpose data transport protocols (e.g., GCC [27], BBR [26], Proteus [64]) struggle in
simultaneously optimizing the video bitrate and latency. They are
plagued with overly conservative bandwidth estimation [27, 61],
inability to track the instantaneous network dynamics [26], and
lack of agility when confronted with unseen network conditions
[64].
Recent years have witnessed the rise of learning-based video
transport design [18, 43, 50, 66, 69, 71]. Unlike the classical rulebased protocols, a learning-based approach typically trains a neural
network model using a large data set that covers various network
conditions. Whereas the data-driven model generally brings high
performance on average, the lack of robustness due to its unexplainable and non-deterministic behaviors, remains as a major hindrance
for at-scale deployment in production systems. In effect, regardless
of the average performance, a single instance of catastrophic QoE
degradation may cause users to abandon the application [49].
To demystify the tail performance of real-time video transport,
we have conducted a measurement comparison over the state-ofthe-art rule-based and learning-based algorithms. Our investigation
leads to two key observations: (i) Learning-based approaches indeed
exhibit gains in transport layer metrics, e.g., higher throughput and
lower delay on average. Yet surprisingly, the gains do not necessarily translate into QoE improvement—the application layer’s frame
delay and frame jitter may even become worse. An in-depth analysis
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uncovers the reason: with learning-based algorithms, the transport
layer performance metrics exhibit a long-tailed distribution. For
instance, although the average packet-level RTT is low (e.g., 28.96
ms), a small fraction of packets experience excessively large RTT
(e.g., 600 ms). Since a video frame consists of multiple packets, even
a single outlier packet can result in large frame delay/jitter and adversely impact the playback smoothness. (ii) Learning-based methods occasionally output inaccurate bandwidth estimation, severe
overshoots in particular, which leads to catastrophic behaviors, e.g.,
frame skipping or even temporary video stalling. We find the root
cause lies in that these methods, particularly the widely used reinforcement learning algorithms, inherently make decisions through
trial-and-error exploration. They seek to maximize long-term cumulative rewards at the cost of occasional bandwidth overshoot or
under-utilization, which results in poor long-tail performance. All
in all, we find that learning-based methods fall short of robustness.
Motivated by the observations, we seek to answer a key question:
Can we design a real-time video transport algorithm that achieves
high-performance both on average and at the tails? To this end, we
propose Loki1 , a hybrid model that simultaneously harnesses the
deterministic nature of rule-based methods and the prediction capacity of learning-based approaches. When the network condition
is unstable, Loki makes conservative video bitrate decisions that are
typical of rule-based methods to avoid catastrophic QoE degradation. Otherwise, Loki can fully utilize the network capacity through
reinforcement learning-like exploration.
Despite the simplicity of the idea at a high level, we identify two
unique design challenges for Loki.
(i) How to make the rule-based and learning-based models compatible and hence “fusable”? The former is comprised of hard coded
“if-then” rules, whereas the latter adopts neural network (NN) based
black-box feature representation. Prior work often has to adopt
a “time division” scheme when integrating the two. For example,
Orca [18] runs a rule-based transport-layer protocol [37] most of
the time, while occasionally resorting to the learning-based TD3
[34] to regulate the base bitrate. Similarly, OnRL [69] uses the rulebased protocol [27] as a fallback only when it suspects that the
learning model is behaving abnormally. However, our experiments
reveal that such multiplexing approaches fail to exploit the integrated power of both and often lead to unsatisfactory performance
(Sec. 2). In contrast, Loki aims for a deeper fusion and synergy
between the two. Loki transforms a “white-box” rule based method
(i.e., GCC) into an equivalent “black-box” NN model through a customized imitation learning model. In this way, the two approaches
become compatible and can be fused at the “feature-level” rather
than decision-level.
(ii) How to ensure the feature fusion actually captures the advantages of rule-based and learning-based models respectively? We
design a dual-attention feature fusion mechanism to meet this requirement. In particular, Loki treats the learned high-level features
of the two NN models as a kind of attention or confidence coefficient.
It prioritizes the feature set that has more confidence of achieving
higher QoE, by giving it larger weights when co-determining an
optimal decision. To materialize the attention mechanism, we train
the integrated model in a large commercial interactive video sys1 Loki
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Figure 1: CDF of transport-layer metrics.
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tem based on a state-of-the-art reinforcement learning algorithm
[57]. After iteratively training, Loki finally evolves to be a selfcontained model, with the ability of automatically reacting to new
environments in a reliable way.
We implement and deploy Loki in a top commercial interactive
mobile video system APP2 that serves tens of millions of users.
We have also deployed 3 other state-of-the-art solutions: the rulebased GCC [27], the learning-based OnRL [69], and the hybrid
Orca [18] for benchmark comparisons. Our experiments involve
101 million video sessions in the production system, totaling 150
years of playback time. Compared with the baselines, Loki reduces
the stall rate by 13.98%-27.27% and improves the video quality by
1.37%-5.71% on average. Meanwhile, Loki substantially cuts the
long-tails, e.g., it decreases the 95-percentile stall rate by 26.30%44.24%. By tackling the long-tail QoE, Loki leads to 2.62%-4.68%
longer averaged viewing time than the default GCC, which can
translate into remarkable commercial value.
Contributions: Loki’s key novelty and technical contributions
can be summarized as follows:
(i) Through a measurement study, we investigate the long-tail
performance issues of modern learning-based algorithms for realtime video adaptation (Sec. 2).
(ii) We propose a scheme to “blackboxify” rule-based algorithms,
making them compatible and “fusable” with the learning-based
algorithms (Sec.4). The scheme can potentially be applied to other
rule-based protocol designs.
(iii) We design a dual-attention mechanism to tightly coordinate
the rule-based and learning-based models, enabling deep feature
level instead of decision level fusion (Sec. 5, 6).
(iv) We implement and deploy Loki on a commercial real-time
video system, and validate its effectiveness in comparison with stateof-the-art solutions (Sec. 7, 8). To our knowledge, this is the firstof-its-kind field test of learning-based real-time video adaptation
at a scale of several hundred million sessions.

2

MEASUREMENT AND FINDINGS

In this section, we present a microscopic measurement study to understand the tail performance of current learning-based algorithms
for real-time video adaptation.

2.1

Measurement Methodology

Testbed implementation. We build an emulation testbed for realtime interactive video system based on WebRTC [14] – the de facto
video communication framework adopted by mainstream real-time
video/audio applications [7], e.g., Google Hangouts, Facebook, and
Amazon Chime. WebRTC implements both the transport layer and
2 We

is a figure in Norse mythology who’s good at shape-shifting [16].
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Table 1: The panoramic comparisons of rule-based GCC [27], learning-based Concerto [71] and OnRL [69].

Metrics
GCC
Concerto
OnRL

Transport layer
Bitrate Loss rate
RTT
(Mbps)
(%)
(ms)
1.0
1.1
1.17

2.01
4.84
1.94

41.54
23
28.96

Packet stall
(RTT, %)

Application layer
Frame
Frame jitter
Frame
delay (ms)
(ms)
stall (%)

3.4
0.57
2.0

37.41
40.77
41.83

application layer protocols. At the transport layer, it encapsulates
a bitrate control algorithm based on Google Congestion Control
(GCC); and at the application layer, it runs a video codec (e.g., H.264,
H.265) which generates the video frames for a given target bitrate.
In our testbed setup, two PC hosts are connected by an Ethernet
switch, one as video sender and the other as receiver. The sender
uses a camera to capture real-world scenes, which are delivered
to the receiver and rendered in real-time. We use the Linux traffic
control (tc) tool [13] to emulate the end-to-end network bandwidth
variation, which follows the traces collected from the commercial
real-time video system. The traces cover users in more than 50 countries, consisting of fine-grained (i.e., 1-second granularity) network
statistics (throughput, packet delay, loss, etc.) and diverse network
types (WiFi, 4G and wire lines).
State-of-the-art algorithms for real-time video delivery.
We compare three typical algorithms for real-time video transport: (i) Google Congestion Control (GCC) [27], the default and
most popular rule-based protocol inside the WebRTC framework.
It is commonly regarded as a video transport algorithm since that
its bitrate will be directly considered as the video sending bitrate
by video codec. (ii) Concerto [71], an imitation learning [41] based
approach that fuses the network information from transport-layer
and application-layer in order to optimize video bitrate control. (iii)
OnRL [69], an online reinforcement learning (RL) based algorithm
for real-time video, which incorporates a robust learning mechanism, i.e., deeming the legacy rule-based protocol as a “backup”
when the RL model shows poor QoE.

2.2
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Figure 2: OnRL exhibits Figure 3: Orca-plus has more
long-time overshooting than overshooting and underGCC.
utilization.
actually deteriorate, i.e., 11.82%, 23.11% increase in terms of frame
delay and frame jitter for OnRL, respectively. Worse still, the frame
stall rate, which is close to the human perceptible video freezing
effect, is 3.03× and 39.73% larger than that of GCC for Concerto
and OnRL, respectively.
Long-tail performance. An in-depth analysis reveals that the
performance gap stems from the long-tailed distribution of the
transport-layer metrics. As a showcase, we run the three algorithms
on a network trace collected from the same video session, and plot
the CDF of RTT and packet loss rate with 1-second level granularity
in Fig. 1. We observe that the fraction of excessively long RTT (i.e.,
>160 ms) takes up 1.0% of the packets in GCC, in contrast to 3.17%
and 1.5% in Concerto and OnRL, respectively. Similarly, the fraction
of excessively large loss rate (i.e., >10%) is 0.67% vs. 8.17% and 2.17%,
respectively. As we know, a video frame can be rendered and played
only after all its constituent packets arrive. So even a single lost or
belated packet may increase the frame delay, which in turn causes a
chain effect as nearby frames often rely on each other for decoding.
For example, we have identified cases where a 10% loss rate or a
100 ms RTT can cause a large frame delay lasting for 1.2 seconds,
which jeopardizes the video fluency.
Learning-based algorithms suffer from more catastrophic
QoE degradation events. To examine the severity of the QoE
degradation, we count the occurrences of catastrophic events, i.e.,
bitrate estimation overshooting over 100 Kbps, and fps smaller than
12, empirically set according to previous studies [69]. The last two
columns in Tab. 1 summarize the statistics of the 7 traces, normalized into 1-hour granularity. We can observe that: (i) Concerto and
OnRL lead to more bitrate overshoots and excessive frame delay,
and thus more low-fps events, e.g., 3.13×, 40.38% compared with
GCC, which severely damage the QoE. Whereas Concerto has fewer
bitrate overshoots, the overshooting magnitude is much larger than
OnRL, which ultimately results in higher loss rate and more low-fps
counts.

Understanding the Limitations of
Learning-based Designs

We experiment with different algorithms using the same set of 7
randomly selected real-time video traces with a total length of 5
hours. The resulting transport-layer and application-layer performance metrics are summarized in Tab. 1. We observe that: (i) The
learning-based Concerto and OnRL indeed significantly improve
transport layer performance, e.g., 10%, 17% gains on video bitrate,
44.63%, 30.28% drops in RTT, respectively. In addition, OnRL has a
3.48% reduction in packet loss than GCC. The packet stall rate3 is
83.24% and 41.18% lower than that of GCC. (ii) We examine closeto-human perceptible QoE metrics, e.g., frame delay, frame jitter,
and frame stall rate. We note that prior works, e.g., Concerto and
OnRL, focus on transport metrics, but haven’t derived and looked
into these QoE metrics. For instance, OnRL [69] reports packet stall
but not frame stall. We surprisingly find that the transport-layer
gains of Concerto and OnRL do not necessarily translate to QoE
improvement at the application layer. The frame-level QoE metrics

2.3

3 Here,

the packet stall rate is specified as the ratio of packets whose RTT exceeds a
certain threshold, consistent with the definition of stall rate in OnRL [69].

Why are existing hybrid learning
approaches ineffective?

The idea of integrating rule-based and learning-based approaches
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3

Internet

Sender

emerged very recently. OnRL [69] and Orca [18] represent the stateof-the-arts. However, both essentially combine the two approaches
in a “time division” manner, which lacks robustness as shown below.
OnRL incorporates an overuse detector to identify possible overshoots and switches to the conservative rule-based GCC, in the
hope of reducing catastrophic behaviors [69]. However, we find
that such a fallback operation only works after the catastrophic
event already started. Fig. 2 showcases the issue: an overshoot event
starts at M 0 , OnRL detects the event and switches to GCC at M 1 ,
about 15 seconds later.
Orca [18] uses a two-level control policy that alternates between
rule-based and learning-based adaptation. It is originally designed
for TCP congestion control. Here we adapt it for real-time video
bitrate control and rename the new version as Orca-plus. More
specifically, for a fair comparison with OnRL, we replace Orca’s
original TCP Cubic [37] and TD3 [34] methods with GCC and PPO,
respectively. Orca-plus maintains the same input and output as
OnRL, but its NN architecture and training methodology follow
the original Orca. Our experiments reveal that Orca-plus shows
more overshoots and under-utilization than the GCC, as showcased
in Fig. 3 (extensive comparison in Sec. 8.1). Originally applied to
congestion control, Orca’s gains mostly rely on a large buffer to
adjust its hybrid decisions. However, real-time video systems have
a more stringent millisecond-level buffer [3], which leaves no time
for Orca-plus to execute the hybrid decision. These observations
motivate us to design a more pragmatic hybrid learning algorithm
for real-time video.

Bitrate
Frames Controller
s

Video Codec

s

Loki
State
information

Black-box
GCC actor

Receiver
s

s

Packets
Dual-attention
feature fusion

RL-based
actor

Hybrid
bitrate

Figure 4: System overview of Loki.
tal advantages: Loki’s dual-attention fusion mechanism can avoid
catastrophic decisions through instantaneous hybrid reactions. By
nature, the rule-based protocols adopt variants of the additiveincrease-multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) adaptation, which is slow
in exploration but fast in degradation. When the network condition
suddenly drops, the GCC actor is trained to generate a larger attention factor and weigh more in the decision, making the final action
more conservative and “safe”. On the other hand, as the network
recovers, Loki can prioritize the reinforcement learning-based actor
which excels at quick exploration. Besides, the inputs/outputs are
usually generated at a fine-grained milliseconds level, in order to
promptly respond to network dynamics. However, excessive bitrate
fluctuation may undermine the user-perceivable QoE [32, 71]. To
overcome this problem, Loki designs smooth-related reward functions and training methodologies to smooth both actors’ bitrate
decisions, and thus the video quality.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Fig. 4 illustrates the end-to-end workflow of a real-time video system and our Loki architecture. During a real-time video session,
the sender continuously captures video images, encodes them into
video frames, which are then packetized and sent along the endto-end network path. The receiver can reassemble the packets into
frames, decode, render and finally playback the video. In practice,
the workflow can be bidirectional, enabling interactive video applications.
The QoE of a real-time video largely depends on the sender’s
bitrate control algorithm, which tries to match the video quality
with the instantaneous network bandwidth. However, the modern
Internet is highly complex due to the myriads of heterogeneous
links, highly dynamic due to a mixture of different traffic patterns
and involvement of mobile links. These factors together make bitrate control a non-trivial task, especially under stringent latency
constraints.
Unlike existing bitrate control algorithms, Loki is truly hybrid,
consisting of two actors operating in parallel: a learning-based
RL actor and a rule-based GCC actor, which are integrated into
one NN entity through feature level fusion. The features comprise
a plethora of NN weights, and preserve the high-level representation ability with respect to how the actors react to underlying
network conditions. The deep integration is made possible through
“blackboxification” of the rule-based GCC protocol, followed by a
dual-attention fusion design.
Benefits of Loki’s deep fusion architecture. By deeply fusing the learning- and rule-based actors, Loki attains the fundamen-

4

BLACK-BOX RULE-BASED ACTOR

We first clarify the necessities of “blackboxifying” the GCC, and
then present the details of our black-box GCC design.

4.1

Why Black-box GCC?

We first illustrate the feature characteristics of rule-based GCC and
learning-based protocol in Fig. 5(a). The white-box rule-based GCC
is represented by a handful of equations which map each predefined
network state to a certain bitrate decision. The mapping is a sparse
piecewise function that lacks fine-grained feature representation
capability. On the other hand, the learning-based agent is built
from delicate neural network structures, and incorporates a feature
space with high-level representation ability. Clearly, the white-box
version is inherently incompatible with the learning-based NN
models at feature level. Although they can be combined at decision
level [18, 69], how to multiplex between these two is a non-trivial
decision by itself.
In Loki, we choose to fuse the two deeply at feature level. To this
end, we make them compatible by transforming the “white-box”
GCC into a “black-box” NN model. This equips the black-box GCC
with feature representation ability. Now we can deeply integrate
the two through a NN structure that captures the advantages of
both policies, as illustrated in Fig. 5(b). We can further utilize the
fused high-level feature to determine an action, which aims for an
optimal decision for the underlying network condition.
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original rule-based GCC. (b) Feature-level fusion after blackboxifying the GCC.
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Figure 6: The imitation learning design for blackboxifying GCC.
{0.85, 0.89, 0.96, 0.98, 0.99, 1.0005, 1.001, 1.0015, 1.002, 1.0025}, following the original GCC design [27]. Accordingly, the NN model
will generate a probabilistic distribution represented as P, and the
maximum probability will be chosen as the target via a softmax
function [17]. In consequence, the new bitrate bˆ∗ for the next RTCP
interval is calculated in Eq. (1), and the bˆu will be replaced by the
newest bˆ∗ .
bˆ∗ = V[max(so f tmax(P))] × bˆu
(1)
NN architecture for IL. We represent the black-box model with
a NN architecture. The input I® = (l®t , j®t ), is first fed into two separate
FC layers with 16 neuron units, and the resulting feature outputs
are fused into a high-level feature map that generally encompasses
both network loss and delay information. The fusion layer output
will then be fed into two consecutive FCs with unit size of 64 and
32, respectively. Finally, an FC with softmax function outputs the
probabilistic list of V, which will be deeply fused with RL actor’s
feature as detailed in Sec. 6.
Weighted loss function and training details. For training
the black-box GCC model while ensuring it preserves the same
conservative behavior as the rule-based one, we customize the
classical cross-entropy loss L into a weighted function. Specifically,
we give a larger weight to L to penalize overshoots, similar to the
scheme in [71]. Besides, we utilize the IL’s dagger training loops
[56] and adam optimizer [44] to maintain the training effectiveness,
with a learning rate of 2.5×10−3 , batch size of 64, and LeakyReLU
[63] activation function.

Design of Black-box GCC

At first blush, it seems straightforward to derive the black-box version of GCC via simple offline supervised learning. For instance,
when running GCC, one can record a set of network states denoted
by I® (involving packet loss l®t , delay jitter j®t , etc.) and the corresponding optimal bitrate decision denoted by b (i.e., the ground-truth
label). Then, the collected dataset can be used to train a NN model
in a supervised manner. However, we find that such supervised
learning is far from generating a faithful black-box GCC model. The
task of blackboxifying the rule-based GCC is fundamentally different from traditional offline supervised learning tasks like image
classification, where the decision is “one shot”, i.e., the output does
not impact follow-on task instances. In contrast, our GCC training
is actually an online sequential decision task, i.e., an output decision
will have a direct impact on the next state I®nex t , and so on.
To meet the challenge, we propose an imitation learning (IL)
model [56] which is trained online and can faithfully imitate GCC’s
behavior. Unlike offline supervised learning, IL can deal with the
online sequential decision problem, while preserving the groundtruth labels’ demonstration ability. We illustrate the IL training
framework in Fig. 6. Specifically, we train the black-box GCC model
within the WebRTC framework at runtime, where the black-box
GCC and its white-box counterpart run in parallel. The white-GCC
generates a GCC bitrate (denoted as b), which is deemed as the
expert label. Meanwhile, the black-box GCC will generate a bitrate
b̂. Then, b̂ will be adopted by the WebRTC framework as the target
video bitrate. Since the predicted b̂ is actually executed, its impact
on subsequent states will eventually manifest. We now elaborate on
modules that are vital to the black-box GCC’s online training, i.e.,
the inputs, outputs, NN architecture, and customized loss functions.
Inputs and outputs. We specify the inputs and decision interval of the black-box GCC to be consistent with the rule-based
counterpart. Within the WebRTC real-time video transport framework, the RTP and RTCP protocols are used to deliver video packets and feedback information, respectively [1]. At each RTCP
feedback packet’s arrival time t, the packet loss and packet delay jitter statistics [27, 69], denoted by It = (l®t , d®t ), are obtained
and used as inputs to our model. As for the output, we use
the underlying video bitrate options as a base value bˆu , and
then specify a list as the black-box GCC’s output options, V :

5

ADAPTIVE LEARNING-BASED ACTOR

The learning-based actor in Loki is based on PPO [57], a classical
reinforcement learning algorithm. PPO is a policy optimization
algorithm featuring lower training variance and easy convergence.
PPO’s potential in real-time adaptation has been validated in recent
work [69]. We note that Loki can embrace other RL algorithms or
training methodologies for its learning-based actor. In what follows,
we proceed to describe the key modules and customized design of
the learning-based actor.
RL agent’s state and action. We regard Loki’s learning actor as
an agent that interacts with the network environment and provides
instant response, i.e., bitrate action. The state, i.e., input for the RL
model, at each RTCP feedback packet’s arrival time t, is represented
as a list S t = (l®t , j®t , d®t , tt ), i.e., packet loss, delay jitter, delay, and
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Network State

Black-box GCC actor

It

Softmax

the receiving throughput, respectively. The action, i.e., the output
of Loki, represents the target video bitrate of the sender. Unlike the
wireless link bitrate adaptation, the video bitrate does not have fixed
boundaries between different levels. So the bitrate levels are usually
set empirically, as in the state-of-the-art video adaptation systems
[50, 69]. Following this common practice, the action at of Loki, is
chosen from a bitrate space with 10 discrete actions empirically set
as follows: A : {0.7Mbps, 0.83Mbps, . . . , 1.87Mbps, 2.0Mbps}. The
two extreme boundary values, e.g., 0.7 Mbps and 2.0 Mbps, are
consistent with those in our commercial real-time video system.
Besides, other 8 levels are roughly equally separated in between.
We note that the time period of RTCP feedback is usually around
50 ms. While the video codec cannot strictly follow each bitrate
update in the millisecond-level granularity, it will take effect over
a longer time scale, following the long-term discounted reward
mechanism (Eq. (2)) in Loki.
NN structure. Following the state-of-the-art OnRL model [69],
we first flatten the sequences S t , and then feed them into two
cascaded FC networks, with 64, 32 units and tanh activation [2],
respectively. After the simple feature extraction, the intermediate
features are fed into an FC layer with 10 units via linear activation,
which is used for further attention fusion with GCC’s NN-model
(More details in Sec. 6).
RL’s reward design. The target of RL is to maximize the longterm cumulative rewards. For a start, we adopt the classical Power
[36] reward function design, defined as R = throughput/delay. Intuitively, R reflects the goal of maximizing throughput and minimizing network latency simultaneously. Considering that in real-time
video, the network loss and video smoothness are vital to the QoE,
we further customize the reward function, by adding the two key
metrics: packet loss and video quality smoothness. More specifically,
Loki’s reward function is represented as follows:
R̂ = α × (throuдhput − loss)/delay − β × |qn − qn−1 |
(2)
Here, the throughput is measured by the receiver, which directly
affects the video quality. The transport-layer packet delay and loss
rate indicate the effects of Loki’s bandwidth estimation. It is noteworthy that the two metrics, i.e., throughput and loss, are incompatible in terms of unit, but they fall into meaningful range scopes
and can be considered as numerics among normalized values, i.e.,
the value of throughput usually falls within 0.5-3 Mbps, and the
loss rate is in the range of 0.1-3%. Thus we combine the two directly in the reward function. qn and qn−1 represent the hybrid
agents’ underlying and last video bitrates, respectively. Moreover,
|qn − qn−1 | is used to enforce the RL agent’s bitrate smoothness,
so as to avoid large frame jitter [69]. We add two additional factors
α, β to normalize these metrics into a consistent range to facilitate
model training. We find that the training can converge well when
these factors fall in the scope of 5∼15 and 0.2∼2, respectively. In
practical deployment, we set α = 5, β = 0.5. To enable the RL agent
to fully explore link bandwidth and increase its reward when the
delay is in a reasonable range, e.g., {min-delay, 10 ms}, we set the
delay value to the min-delay of the link in the reward function,
so as to make the reward insensitive to small delay variation in
the range. The RL-based PPO actor and attention-based feature
fusion eventually go through a single training process, which will
be described in Sec. 6.2.

Fg
Attention

*
Fh

St

Softmax

Dual-attention
feature fusion
Attention

Fp

Bitrate

Learning-based actor

Figure 7: Loki’s dual-attention feature fusion.

6

DUAL-ATTENTION FUSION

In this section, we describe Loki’s dual-attention feature fusion
design and its training methodologies.

6.1

Architecture Design

Attention-based feature fusion has been widely applied in machine
learning tasks, particularly in image processing [22, 31, 55, 58].
Generally speaking, it aims to integrate different levels of features
(e.g., position and RGB channel in an image) in a self-attention
manner, i.e., paying more attention to the highly-weighted feature
distilled by the neural network model, thus enhancing the feature
extraction ability.
Basic attention fusion design. To realize Loki’s principle of
leveraging both actors’ advantages, we model the hybrid bitrate
adaption as an attention fusion task, and further custom-build a
dual-attention feature fusion architecture. Fig. 7 shows the detailed
workflow. First of all, we have two NN-based actors, i.e., the blackbox GCC, and the learning-based PPO actor. When a new network
state arrives, the part It = (l®t , j®t ), is passed to the NN of the GCC
actor, and the part S t = (l®t , j®t , d®t , tt ) to PPO actor. Then, the two
actors perform consecutive feature extraction by their own NN
structures as described in Sec. 4 and Sec. 5, and finally output
their last layer feature via the softmax operation, represented as
F®д and F®p , respectively. In particular, the last layer feature can
be considered as a probabilistic list: F®д = [д1 , д2 , . . . , дn ], and F®p =
[p1 , p2 , . . . , pn ], where each element represents the probabilistic
value of generating one certain bitrate action. For instance, дi is
the probability of choosing the i t h bitrate in GCC’s output space,
i.e., V list in Sec. 4. To deeply integrate the two actors, we perform
feature fusion as follows,
F®h = F®д ⊗ F®p
(3)
where the operation ⊗ denotes the element-wise multiplication, the
most widely used operation in attention fusion [22, 31]. Compared
with straightforward element-wise summation and concatenation,
⊗ is more discriminative on different features from the two actors
[58], which better matches our task. In this way, F®h has assimilated
the basic hybrid features of the two actors.
Incorporating domain-knowledge into fusion. Beyond the
basic dual-attention fusion, we find that deeper customization is required to better handle two unique issues in typical real-time video
adaptation, i.e., (i) bitrate overshoot and (ii) slow-recovery. To this
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Video bitrate

end, we observe that the learning-based actor often causes overshooting while GCC often generates conservative bitrate actions.
On the other hand, the RL actor performs well and can explore
quickly when the network condition recovers from a dip, better
than GCC’s “slow recovery” [71]. Therefore, we further optimize
the fusion F®h by leveraging the above domain knowledge.
Intuitively, when the network bandwidth is suspected to drop,
we enlarge the black-box GCC’s attention weights by multiplying
a scaling factor. On the other hand, when the network bandwidth
witnesses a growing trend, we weaken GCC’s weights by appending
a sigmoid operation. Formally, we adapt F®д as follows,
(
®
e β ∗Fд ,
arдmax(F®д ) ≤ Γ
f (F®д ) =
(4)
®
Siдmoid(Fд ), else
where β is an empirical parameter set to be 20 in our design, Γ
represents the boundary index of NN-based GCC’s decreasing factor, e.g., Γ is set to be 4 in GCC’s output list V. The impacts of the
two empirical parameters will be evaluated in Sec. 8.2. Then, the
attentional feature F®h in Eq. (3) can be updated as:
∗
F®h = f (F®д ) ⊗ F®p
(5)

WebRTC

Uplink

OnRL

Loki
GCC

Orcaplus
Cloud server
Bitrate Control Lib

SFU

Downlink

RTCP state
Viewers
Streamer
Figure 8: The implementation of Loki and 3 comparison algorithms on an operational system.
effectiveness is evaluated via an advantage function adv(A), as
follows,
adv(A) = R̂ + γ V(st +1 ) − V(st )
(8)
where R̂ represents the discount reward related to R̂ in Sec. 5.
adv(A) will update the NN weights towards the direction where
the actor’s rewards are better than the expected averaged values
V(st ). Here γ serves as a decay factor, customized set to be 0.9.
More training details about PPO can be found in [57, 69].
Overall training setup. The black-box GCC model is trained
using the emulation testbed, and then the model is saved in a frozen
.pb format, with a model size of 8.6 KB. We directly use the trained
black-box model to perform further fusion with the PPO-based actor. The overall model size is 180.2 KB in .ckpt format, and will take
up an average of 3.83% of 16-GB memory while training. In order
to effectively learn and respond to the real network conditions in
suit [65, 69], we train the dual-attention fusion network following
an online learning manner, where the training is located in a server
cluster related to a commercial video system (details in Sec. 7). In
particular, when each session starts, the user loads a pre-trained
model for fast adaptation with underlying network condition, and
further trains its personalized model over time as the video session
continues. In essence, Loki behaves like the online learning algorithm OnRL [69], which evolves along with the dynamic network
variance and keeps optimizing its model during the whole training
lifecycle.

Training Methodology

In Loki, we adopt PPO’s actor-critic architecture [54] to handle the
training process. The actor is responsible for selecting an attentional bitrate, while the critic is in charge of evaluating the actor’s
policy. In Loki, the actor updates the gradient in the direction of
increasing the advantage function adv(A). The loss function L(θ )
is represented as:
L(θ ) = Ê[min(δ (θ )adv(A), clip(δ (θ ), 1 − ε, 1 + ε)adv(A))] (7)
p

Control
channel
RTCP state

Video frames

so the final dual-attention bitrate decision should be:
∗
Bitrate = A[arдmax(F®h )]
(6)
It is noteworthy that the basic fusion and its adaptation process
become completely automatic after proper training. Compared with
existing hybrid learning design, e.g., OnRL, Orca, we emphasize that
Loki has two advantages: (i) Loki is truly hybrid, consisting of two
actors operating in parallel, thus the two actors can more quickly
detect the network congestion in feature-level and millisecondlevel granularity, better than the second-level detect-and-switch
operations as observed in Sec. 2.3. (ii) As the network condition
changes, Loki can immediately generate a hybrid bitrate that is codetermined by the two actors’ attention feature fusion. The fused
bitrate can automatically prevent untamed actions, so it is “safer”
and can reduce catastrophic events. We will validate the advantage
of Loki’s deep “feature-level” fusion over existing “decision-level”
fusion through micro-benchmark experiments (Sec. 8.2).

6.2
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7 IMPLEMENTATION AND DEPLOYMENT
7.1 Implementation on a Commercial
Real-time Video System
Fig. 8 shows the implementation workflow of Loki. We integrate
Loki into a mainstream commercial real-time video APP, which is
used for e-commerce live shows and virtual interactive shopping by
several hundred million users worldwide. The APP consists of the
uplink, i.e., from the live video streamer to a Selective Forwarding
Unit (SFU) node [9], and downlink, i.e., from SFU to the viewers. The
uplink relies on the Real-Time-Communication (RTC) protocols,
which are the optimization target of this work. The downlink can
be considered as a live video content distribution system where
each video frame can be redistributed by multiple SFUs. However,
unlike VoD streaming servers, the client of viewer has a relatively
short buffer lasting several hundred milliseconds (up to 1 second),

(s,a)

where δ (θ ) = pθnew (s,a) , which represents the ratio of a new policy
θ l as t

pθ new (s, a) and its last one pθl as t (s, a). The basic idea of Eq. (7) is
to use the δ (θ ) to avoid the incentive policy updates, by clipping
operations when it’s out of the interval [1-ε, 1+ε] (here ε is a hyperparameter, and we empirically set it to be 0.2 [57]). Compared with
the method of directly utilizing pθ (s, a), δ (θ ) can make the updated
policy smoother in terms of guaranteeing higher video QoE of Loki
and simultaneously avoiding gradient oscillation.
On the other hand, the critic network mainly evaluates the actor’s policy by generating a value function V(s), and the training
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Figure 9: Loki significantly improves video QoE and solves the long tail issue.
Table 2: Deployment scale in a commercial real-time video
system over 3 months.

to ensure the video frames can be viewed in real-time.
Loki is specifically designed for APP’s uplink, which follows the
same architecture as real-time video telephony systems. Specifically, the uplink builds upon WebRTC [5], an RTP-based real-time
streaming framework, consisting of full-fledged bitrate controller
modules (default is GCC) and video codec. Nonetheless, Loki can
benefit the downlink and end-to-end APP video quality as well, as
we will verify in Sec. 8.1. Our implementation substitutes the builtin bitrate controller of APP with state-of-the-art solutions: {Loki,
OnRL, Orca-plus, GCC4 }, which comprise a bitrate controller library.
Ideally, these solutions should be deployed within the mobile app
on the streamers’ side. However, we find that many mobile devices
do not support on-device training, which is crucial for the online
learning of Loki. In addition, the mobile devices are constrained
by their energy and CPU resource budget. Therefore, we make a
compromise by deploying the bitrate controller on a cloud server
cluster. During each video session, each sender (i.e., the streamer
side APP) maintains a control channel with a cloud server. The
sender collects detailed network states (i.e., RTCP feedback) from
the receiver and sends them to the server. Then the server immediately outputs a bitrate action and returns this decision to the sender,
which is used as the next sending bitrate. The control channel is
extremely lightweight and consumes only about 1.5 KB per second
on average. To accommodate massive scale evaluation and guarantee low latency, we configure 20 cloud servers with built-in service
scheduling and load balancing functions. Each server is equipped
with 65 GB memory and the RedHat Linux versions of 4.8.5, and can
support the online training of at least 50 senders simultaneously.
In Loki’s real-world deployment, we also implement a backup
mechanism, i.e., letting the APP sender automatically fall back
to the default GCC controller upon connection failure happening
between the sender APP and server cluster, so as to guarantee users’
worst-case experience at runtime. Besides, we note that two key
modules within Loki’s workflow will cause latency issues. One
is the link between the APP sender and the viewer side, and the
other is the link between APP streamer/sender and cloud server.
The former has a high possibility of generating relatively high
RTT, especially in highly dynamic networks. We will demonstrate
Loki’s robustness over such networks in Sec. 8.1. The latter latency
is usually around 10 ms, which will have negligible impacts on
real-time video transmission, as corroborated in OnRL [69].

7.2

Live
video
counts

Sessions
(all)

Sessions ≥
2s

Avg. live
time (h)

Total
play
time (h)

GCC
OnRL
Orcaplus
Loki

2517
2128

34,569,487
22,217,624

25,651,556
15,929,805

2.77
2.73

417175
325,569

2022

21,934,513

15,829,700

2.64

286,700

2047

22,913,621

16,234,772

2.58

286,565

Overall

8714

101,635,245

73,645,833

2.68

1,316,009

Algorithms

cities. Tab. 2 summarizes our deployment statistics. Most streamers
perform at least one live video session each day, and each live video
has about 3000 real-time viewers on average. The field trial lasted
over 3 months (from Jan. 10 to Mar. 16, 2021), and generated about
101 million video sessions. We filter out the video sessions shorter
than 2 seconds because they do not represent any meaningful viewing experience for QoE evaluation. The final evaluation involves
over 73 million sessions with a total playback time of 1.316 million
hours (150 years long).
For a fair comparison, we randomly divide the 392 streamers
into 4 equal-sized groups. In each round of trials (lasting 24 hours),
we assign the 4 solutions in the bitrate control lib to the 4 groups. In
the next round, we randomly shuffle the assignment. After multiple
rounds, each streamer will experience all the 4 bitrate controllers,
in a statistically fair manner. Under such setup, each bitrate control
algorithm experiences over 15 million sessions, and each live video
session lasts more than 2 hours.

8

EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate Loki from two aspects: (i) We demonstrate Loki’s advantages over the 3 baselines through large scale
field tests (Sec. 8.1). (ii) We conduct a deep dive analysis for the
two key design modules, i.e., black-box GCC and the dual-attention
based fusion, so as to understand the effectiveness of Loki’s hybrid
feature-level fusion (Sec. 8.2).

8.1

System-level Evaluation in The Wild

Evaluation metrics. Loki mainly controls the streamer-to-SFU
network path which runs the WebRTC-based real-time video protocol stack, so we pay more attention to metrics along this path, i.e.,
packet loss, RTT and throughput on the transport layer, and PSNR5 ,
fps, stall rate (the fraction of fps<12) on the application layer. Besides, we also log the viewer-side metrics, including average playback time,stalling count per hour (i.e., counting the occurrences of

Large-scale Deployment

We deploy Loki on the APP live video system, and setup a largescale field test involving 392 streamers across 16 countries and 156
4 We

note that the GCC that we used is actually not the vanilla GCC in [27], but an
optimized GCC: GCC- β [62] aiming to optimize GCC’s relatively conservative bitrate
control policy.

5 The PSNR is indicated by a metric named quantization parameter (QP) that represents

the frame quality [20].
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Table 3: QoE comparison statistics.
compared to the existing learning-based solutions OnRL and Orcaplus. In particular, Loki significantly decrease the 95-percentile of
Stall rate
Video th.
Stall rate
PSNR
Fps
Metrics
RTT and loss rate by 13.26% and 67.37% over OnRL, and 14.17%,
(fps<12)
(fps<5)
(Mbps)
31.35% over Orca-plus. Moreover, it even outperforms the rule1.86
0.40
1.46
31.02 19.47
GCC
based GCC by 6.96% and 1.84%. The tail-cutting gains at transport
2.20
0.77
1.45
30.63 19.45
OnRL
layer transform into higher QoE gains at application layer. For in1.89
0.56
1.40
30.83 16.45
Orca-plus
stance, Loki decreases the 95-percentile tails of stall rate by 26.30%,
1.60
0.35
1.48
31.06 19.46
Loki
44.24%, 41.39%, improves tail video throughput by 2.17%, 1.76%,
2.03%, compared with GCC, OnRL and Orca-plus, respectively.
an empty playback buffer), low video quality count per hour (e.g.,
6
Loki performs consistently over diverse networks. We furfps is smaller than 5.), frame jitter , and maximized frame jitter.
ther conduct a breakdown analysis to show Loki’s performance
These metrics are also used internally by the commercial APP’s
across different network environments, e.g., high quality paths
engineering team to monitor the QoE.
(throughput
is higher than the averaged value) vs. low quality
Loki achieves the maximum QoE. We summarize the QoEpaths,
WiFi
vs.
4G, and 3 kinds of RTT regions (e.g., 0-100ms, 100msrelated metrics over all field tested sessions in Tab. 3. We observe
200ms, and more than 200ms). We plot the averaged QoE and the
that, (i) Loki achieves remarkable gains in terms of stall rate, e.g.,
corresponding std. in Fig. 10, and Fig. 11. We observe that: (i) Loki
13.98%, 27.27%, 15.34% reduction than GCC, OnRL and Orca-plus,
maintains the best QoE performance over both high quality and
respectively. Meanwhile, its video throughput improves by 1.37%,
low quality networks. It effectively decreases the average stall rate,
2.07%, 5.71%, and PSNR by 0.13%, 1.40%, 0.75%, with nearly the
by 12.66%, 9.06%, and 4.95%, relative to GCC, OnRL, and Orca-plus
same averaged fps. (ii) More importantly, Loki remarkably reduces
in high quality paths. Moreover, its advantage becomes more promithe fraction of catastrophic events. In terms of extremely low fps
nent for low quality paths, i.e., 16.63%, 36.92%, and 12.33% reduction.
(< 5) which indicates video freezing [6], it achieves a reduction by
(ii) Loki has relatively consistent high performance in both WiFi
54.55% and 37.5% compared with OnRL and Orca-plus, respectively.
and 4G networks. Other baseline algorithms’ performance dramatThe result validates the advantage of Loki’s “feature-level” fusion
ically varies across two network conditions. For instance, GCC
mechanism, in comparison to the “time multiplexing”.
performs well in terms of stall rate in 4G, but degrades remarkably
Loki significantly cuts the performance tail. We analyze
in WiFi. Orca-plus performs reasonably well in 4G networks, but
the tail distribution of diverse metrics in Fig. 9. Clearly, Loki sighas drastically low video throughput in WiFi. In contrast, Loki has
nificantly alleviates the long-tailed QoE effects, especially when
the lowest stall rate and highest throughput in WiFi. Note that
WiFi access takes up a dominating fraction of 80.38% of the total
6
Frame jitter reflects network congestion: larger frame jitter indicates stalling event.
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sessions. On the other hand, in 4G networks, Loki’s stall rate is very
similar to the most competent learning-based Orca-plus (only 0.11%
deviation). These results clearly validate Loki’s robustness which is
attributed to its hybrid learning mechanism. (iii) Loki achieves the
best QoE over the larger RTT region (e.g., more than 200ms), e.g.,
6.68% gain in video throughput, and 53.16% decrease in stall rate
than the most competent scheme Orca-plus. Note that larger RTT
usually indicates higher network dynamics, larger buffer size or
longer path length [25, 52]. The result again verifies Loki’s ability
to cut the long-tail.
Loki benefits end viewers indirectly. We collected viewer
side performance metrics, and find that Loki also outperforms its
counterparts on most of the QoE-related metrics: stalling counts
per hour, low frame-quality counts per hour, and maximum frame
jitter exhibit 0.79%-8.04%, 0.63%-9.66%, 1.72%-11.63% reduction than
the other three methods. The frame jitter of Loki is larger (3.21 ms)
than the best competitor (GCC), but is 14.65 ms larger than the
best (Orca-plus). Overall, the few ms reductions of frame jitter are
unlikely to disturb the QoE of viewers, because the client side has
up to 1-second of buffer to smooth the slight frame instability.
In addition, we also examine the viewers’ watching time, as
shown in Fig. 12. Loki extends the mean watching duration by
2.62%, 0.37%, 0.5% in comparison to GCC, OnRL, and Orca-plus
among all > 2 minute sessions, and 4.68%, 1.97%, 1.44% among all
> 5 minute sessions. The result indicates Loki can deliver a higher
quality viewing experience for users. Note that even a mild gain in
viewing time can bring huge impacts on commercial systems that
serve millions of users [49].
We emphasize again that the benefit of Loki in the current commercial APP is more prominent along the streamer-to-SFU path
which runs a real-time video transport. The SFU-to-viewer downlink is not purely controlled by Loki. Instead, it adopts a CDN-like
architecture, as in non-real-time VoD streaming systems. The SFU
servers act as the video distribution hubs and perform extra actions
such as frame buffering and skipping. The ongoing development of
APP is trying to rebuild the downlink using WebRTC just like the
uplink. As this materializes, we expect the viewer side performance
will be boosted to another level.
Comparing with Concerto. We further add a testbed experiment to compare Loki with a recently developed offline learningbased algorithm, Concerto [71]. We run both algorithms over 5
randomly selected traces from the real-time video APP, lasting
about 5 hours in total, and illustrate their normalized QoE-related
metrics in Fig. 13. We can find that Loki achieves consistently bet-

Figure 14: Black-box and real GCC
show highly consistent QoE.
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Figure 15: NN-based black-box GCC imitates GCC’s behaviors faithfully.
ter performance than Concerto, not only the stall rate (fps < 12)
is reduced by 65%, i.e., 1.84% reduction in the absolute value, but
also the video quality is higher, e.g., 13% improvements on video
throughput, and 1.5% gains in fps. More surprisingly, Loki also remarkably reduces the fraction of low fps (<5) counts by 67%. These
results further corroborate the robustness of Loki.

8.2

Loki Deep Dive

In this section, we conduct micro-benchmark experiments in the
emulation testbed as detailed in Sec. 2, to study the contribution
of different design modules in Loki. It is noteworthy that the local
testbed also contains a cloud-based structure similar to the realworld deployment, where we deploy the bitrate controller lib and
detailed controlled algorithms.
The cloning effect of black-box GCC. Now we demonstrate
that the black-box GCC faithfully clones and can replace the original
white-box counterpart, so as to facilitate Loki’s hybrid architecture.
In particular, we train a black-box model using 20 hours of randomly
selected network traces collected from APP. As a sanity check, we
run both models over another 3 randomly selected network traces
unseen in the training. We repeat each experiment 3 times, and
then record the application layer QoE metrics. From Fig. 14, we can
observe that the black-box GCC shows nearly the same performance
as its white-box counterpart, e.g., similar throughput and fps, and
only slight deviation in frame jitter (40 ms vs. 36 ms) which makes
no difference at the user end.
Fig. 15 further showcases the instantaneous bandwidth estimation of a black-box GCC vs. the white-box GCC repetitively running
3 times on the same sample network trace. We make two observations: (i) The black-box GCC behaves like the vanilla GCC, i.e.,
exhibiting fast degradation and slow recovery, which demonstrates
that it has mastered the white-box’s decision-making mechanism
through imitation learning. (ii) Although the bandwidth estimation
curves are not perfectly aligned, these are expected randomness,
because even if we repeat the white-box GCC on the same network
trace, the output time series do not coincide perfectly. As illustrated
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Figure 17: Ablation study of Loki.
GCC’s attention RL’s attention

GCC’s attention RL’s attention

Lower bitrate Higher bitrate

Lower bitrate Higher bitrate

(a) Bandwidth increases

(b) Bandwidth decreases

Table 4: Impact of the attentional parameters of Loki.
Metrics

β1

β2

β3

Γ1

Γ2

Γ3

Stall rate (%)
Video Th. (Mbps)

2.23
1.12

0.0
1.14

0.0
1.28

2.67
1.16

0.0
1.29

1.20
1.14

network trace, and then plot 3 normalized QoE metrics in Fig. 17.
We observe that, (i) Generally, “feature-level” fusion mechanisms,
i.e., the early fusion and Loki’s attentional late fusion, outperform
the two “decision-level” fusion designs, i.e., Average and Switch.
The Average scheme is merely a hard combination between the
incompatible actors and does not account for the fine feature characteristics. As for the Switch fusion, only one actor runs at any time,
thus Switch cannot exploit the benefit from both actors simultaneously, e.g., the in-use RL actor cannot detect abnormal behaviors
in time and causes a lagging effect in its decision as observed in
Sec. 2.3. (ii) For the two “feature-level” designs, the early fusion
shows 52.71% lower throughput and 66.67% higher frame jitter than
Loki. Since the two actors have different inputs, it is ineffective
to fuse the two incompatible inputs at the beginning of feature
extraction.
Impact of the attentional parameters of Loki. We examine
Loki’s attention fusion with different parameter configurations in
Eq. (4), including the enlarged ratio of β (i.e., β 1 = 1, β 2 = 10, β 3 =
20), and the threshold Γ (i.e., Γ1 = 3, Γ2 = 4, Γ3 = 5). The results in
Tab. 4 demonstrate that Loki performs better for larger β, i.e., both
β 2 and β 3 lead to zero stalling. Note that even larger β will make

Figure 16: Looking into Loki’s attention mechanism.
in Fig. 15, the bitrate prediction gap among 3 repetitions GCC1,
GCC2, and GCC3 is 0.145 Mbps on average, which is comparable
with the gap between them and the black-box GCC, i.e., 0.156 Mpbs.
Understanding Loki’s dual-attention fusion. We now demystify the operation details of Loki’s dual-attention fusion model,
so as to understand the reasons behind its robustness against various network conditions. We showcase and visualize two typical
network condition changes in Fig. 16, where we make the following
observations: (i) In Fig. 16(a), when the bandwidth increases, as
highlighted in the dotted box, GCC generates overly conservative
bitrates, whereas the RL-based actor performs quick exploration to
recover. The attention heatmap at the bottom of the figure demonstrates that the current attention (the “red zone”) focuses on the
“higher bitrate” region, i.e., the dual-attention fusion mechanism
automatically prioritizes the RL agent’s decision. (ii) In the second
scenario, as shown in Fig. 16(b), when the bandwidth suddenly
drops, GCC decreases its bitrate quickly in a multiplicative manner,
while the RL actor still maintains its high bitrate estimations for
a while. In this case, Loki automatically generates a bitrate that is
closer to GCC’s behavior, i.e., the focused attention red zone lies in
the lower bitrate region. To summarize, Loki’s dual-attention fusion
mechanism can agilely gauge the underlying network condition
variations, and generates a reliable hybrid bitrate decision to best
match the network condition, thus preventing the occasional but
fatal overshooting/underestimation behavior.
Ablation study. We further run an ablation experiment to
demonstrate the benefit of Loki’s attention-based fusion learning,
when comparing it against three mainstream fusion mechanisms.
For fair comparisons, we only modify the fusion design, and keep
other parts unchanged. (a) “Average fusion”: using the average of
the two actors’ bitrate decisions as the finial bitrate; (b) “Switch
fusion”: switching between two actors, e.g., using one actor for
some time and then switch to the other actor upon the detection of
abnormal outcome. A representative solution is OnRL [69], which
we implement in this experiment; (c) “Early fusion”: concatenating
two actors’ features in the early learning process, and then continuing to distill the joint features by cascading neural network
layers; (d) Loki’s attention-based late-fusion manner. We verify the
QoE performance of the above 4 methods under the same 1-hour

the array of e β ∗Fд in Eq. (4) out of bounds when NN training. In
addition, the stall rate increases as Γ decreases from 4 to 3, and Γ3
= 5 leads to larger stalling as it is larger than the bitrate variance
boundary of 4 in GCC’s output list V. Besides, we find that the
throughput is less sensitive to β and Γ. In all our field tests and
micro-benchmarks, we have adopted β = 20, Γ = 4 as the default
configurations.
®
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RELATED WORK

Real-time video transport is driving many essential applications
in the digital society. Unlike the VoD streaming with multiple seconds of playback buffer [19], real-time video imposes a much more
stringent latency requirement, around few hundreds of milliseconds
only [3]. A plethora of research has been devoted to optimizing
the QoE of real-time video with the same design goal, i.e., designing a bitrate controller that generates appropriate video resolution
and frame rate to match the instantaneous network conditions.
The proposed approaches generally fall into two categories: (i)
classic rule-based design, and (ii) contemporary learning-based
adaptation algorithms. The rule-based algorithms commonly use
the packet loss and delay metrics [26, 27, 30, 53, 64, 68] as the
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key indicators of network condition, and adapt based on heuristic
AIMD-like algorithms. Notwithstanding, a universal set of prescribed rules can hardly fit the increasingly heterogeneous modern
Internet [50, 60, 70]. To overcome such limitations, learning-based
designs have emerged in recent years. To name a few, Concerto
[71], OnRL [69], LiveNAS [43], and NEMO [67] are designed to
optimize live video streaming, telephony and broadcasting services.
Pensieve [50], ABRL [49], and Puffer [65] target VoD streaming
through content delivery networks (CDNs). These algorithms commonly customize a deep learning model, particular the widely-used
reinforcement learning, for video bitrate control.
Recently, the idea of hybridizing rule-based and learning-based
protocols is gaining traction. For instance, Orca [18] proposes to
regularly alternate between rule-based and learning-based decisions to improve traditional TCP performance. OnRL [69] switches
to a rule-based protocol when its learning agent detects abnormal QoE. Stick [40] is designed to improve the buffer-based ABR
QoE in VoD streaming by adjusting its buffer bounds, by fusing
an RL-based model with the traditional buffer-based method at
“decision-level”, instead of the “feature-level”. The limitations of
such a time-multiplexing design are evident in our experimental
results (Sec. 2). In contrast, Loki represents a deeper fusion scheme,
allowing the two rules to work in sync to co-determine a bitrate that
safely explores the network bandwidth, without causing long-tail
glitches.
Fusion learning has become a key ingredient in many deep
learning tasks, e.g., image classification [23], object detection [48],
and scene segmentation [33], which usually assembles diverse levels of features from different branches or layers. In general, fusion
learning models follow either an early fusion or late fusion architecture. Early fusion usually operates through simple concatenation
or summation operations over the original input features, and late
fusion executes directly on the last feature layer. Recent years,
another kind of feature fusion based on attention mechanism is
attracting much interest. These algorithms mimic human attention
behaviors [28, 31, 46], by adaptively integrating different local features stemmed from the same input, e.g., position attention and
channel attention. Unlike prior work that targeted video content
processing, Loki adapts the attention mechanism to enable hybrid
decision making between rule-based and learning-based models.
Our design may be extended to tackle the long-tail performance
issues of a more broad class of learning-based network protocols.

10

traits, and then training the model in the practical system. Afterwards, we can adopt Loki’s dual-attention mechanism to perform
“feature-level” fusion.
On-device training of Loki. Loki currently relies on cloud
servers to support the training, due to the lack of on-device lightweighted NN training API, and the concern of consuming much
of the end device’s limited resource (Sec. 7). However, as more
mobile devices are equipped with specialized neural processing
units (NPUs), neural network training on mobile devices will be
pragmatic soon [59]. As future work, we will develop an on-device
hybrid learning framework, and transform Loki’s cloud-based training to on-device learning, so as to eschew the overhead of deploying
training servers.
Other design spectra. In Loki, we have tried blackboxifying
a rule-based algorithm in order to fuse it with a learning-based
model. There exists alternative design spectra, e.g., whiteboxifying
the NN model and fusing it with the rule-based algorithm. However,
it is hard to whiteboxify an RL model, compared with supervised
learning models. More importantly, even though we have a whiteboxified RL model, it can only be integrated with the rule-based
protocol at the “decision-level”, since there are no hidden features
in the whiteboxified models. On the other hand, safe reinforcement
learning algorithms have been explored in recent work [21, 35, 51],
which aim at handling the safety problems in the RL’s exploration
phase. At first blush, the safe RL may solve the robustness issue in
Loki’s real-time video transmission. However, we find that existing
safe RL algorithms [21, 51] act like a “decision-level” fusion policy,
e.g., letting a shielder correct the action when the chosen action is
regraded to possibly cause performance degradation. As we have
verified in Fig. 17, the “decision-level” fusion mechanism is not as
good as Loki’s “feature-level” fusion.

11

CONCLUSION

We have designed and evaluated Loki, a robust hybrid solution that
integrates the learning-based and rule-based real-time video adaptation algorithms through deep “feature” level, instead of “decision”
level fusion. Real-world deployment and massive field evaluation
demonstrate that Loki can substantially improve the tail performance of state-of-the-art learning-based algorithms. In this way,
Loki addresses the common concern on the reliability of learningbased algorithms, thus paving the way for their deployment in
commercial real-time video systems. We believe the design paradigm of fusing rule-based and learning-based algorithms at feature
level can help enhance the robustness of general data-driven network protocols.

DISCUSSION

Generalization of Loki. Loki’s “feature-level” integration provides a framework of combining the advantages of different video
transport methods. As a first instance, our Loki design realizes fusion between the rule-based GCC and RL-based PPO. Nevertheless,
the framework can be used to integrate any other rule-based algorithms, e.g., Cubic [37], BBR [26], PCC-family [29, 30, 53], and
any RL agent algorithms, e.g., A3C[54], DDPG [47], SAC[38], and
TD3 [34]. The key lies in blackboxifying the rule-based algorithms
faithfully, which is consisting of two steps: (i) Collecting and inducting the input signal and decision information of the rule-based
algorithms as the NN models’ inputs and outputs, separately. (ii)
Customizing a NN structure based on the rule-based protocol’s
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